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ABSTRACT 
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This Master’s Thesis is dedicated to the investigation and testing conventional and 

nonconventional Kramers-Kronig relations on simulated and experimentally measured spectra. It 

is done for both linear and nonlinear optical spectral data. Big part of attention is paid to the new 

method of obtaining complex refractive index from a transmittance spectrum without direct 

information of the sample thickness. The latter method is coupled with terahertz tome-domain 

spectroscopy and Kramers-Kronig analysis applied for testing the validity of complex refractive 

index. In this research precision of data inversion is evaluated by root-mean square error. Testing 

of methods is made over different spectral range and implementation of this methods in future is 

considered. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

c light velocity in vacuum 3∙ 10� �	/� 

� concentration of absorption substance 

 electric displacement field 

���� internal electric field 

�� photon energy 

���� root-mean-square error 

F electrostatic force 
h Plank constant 4.135667516 ∙ 10��� �� ∙ � 

��� intensity of incident light 

� !� intensity of transmitted light 

k extinction coefficient, imaginary part of complex refractive index 

"# square-integrable function 

l sample thickness 

	$ electron mass 

N complex refractive index 

n real part of complex refractive index 

∆& complex refractive index change 

&$ quantity of charged electrons 

'( high frequency value of refractive index 

P polarization vector 

) Cauchy principal value 

*+ reflection coefficient for “s” polarization 

*, reflection coefficient for “p” polarization 

q electron charge 

ℝ symbol for the real numbers 

.� internal transmittance 

Greek letters 
 

/ absorption coefficient of a medium 

0 damping coefficient 

1 permittivity 
12 permittivity of vacuum, 8.85∙ 10��# 3/	 

4 phase angle 

5   wavelength  

6 wavenumber 
7  dielectric susceptibility 

78 constant coefficient 

9  angular frequency 

92 resonance frequency 



6 
 9, plasma frequency 

 

 

Acronyms 

 

CARS coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy 
DFTS dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy 

K-K Kramers-Kronig 

KCl potassium chloride 

RMS root-mean-square error 

THz-TDS terahertz time-domain spectroscopy 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever since Euclid, the interaction of light with matter has aroused interest - at least among poets, 

painters, physicists. This interest stems not so much from our curiosity about materials themselves, 

but rather to application, whether it is the exploration of distant stars, or the discovery of new paint 

pigments. It was only with the advent of solid state physics about a century ago that this interaction 

was used to explore the properties of materials in depth. As in the field of atomic physics, in a 

short period of time optics has advanced to became a major tool of condensed matter physics in 

achieving this goal, with distinct advantages – and some disadvantages as well – when compared 

with other experimental tool. The progress in optical studies of materials, in methodology, 

experiment and theory has been substantial, and optical studies (often in combination with other 

methods) have made different contribution to and their marks in several areas of solid state physics.  

Optics is concerned with the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. We will 

discuss the phenomena that occurs in the interface of free space and matter (or in general between 

two media with different optical constants). This discussion evidently leads to the introduction of 

the optical parameters which are accessible to experiment: the optical reflectivity and the 

transmission. Besides, transmission measurement is one of the most basic measurements in 

material research. Such measurements give values of refractive index and refractive index is 

directly proportional to the density of an object such as a liquid sample. Therefore knowledge of 

refractive index has much importance, and it is used, for instance to monitor sugar and salt 

concentrations in liquids. Refractive index give information about basic properties of the matter 

and is the goal of optical material research. Developing of electromagnetic theory leads to 

obtaining linear response theory, which occurs in light matter interaction. So if we deal with 

complex response function describe response of a system to a certain stimulus it always contain 

possible dissipation and some phase change. General consideration, involving causality, can be 

used to determine important relations between the real and imaginary parts of the complex 

response function. They were first given by Kramers and Kronig, and play an important role not 

only in the theory of response functions. These relations are implemented for obtaining refractive 

index. The problem of getting refractive index using such relation is considered in current work. 
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Theoretical background and empirical relations 

Observation and researching of light propagation through the material leads to appearing one of 

the important and interested branches in optics. The many and varied optical phenomena presented 

by solids such as: absorption, dispersion, double refraction, polarization effects and electro-optical 

and magneto-optical effects. The transmission properties of light are predicted by wave theory. 

Many of the optical properties of solids can be understood on the basis of classical 

electromagnetic theory. The macroscopic electromagnetic state of matter at a given point is 

described by four quantities: 

• the volume density of electric charge; 

• the volume density of electric dipoles, called the polarization; 

• the volume density of magnetic dipoles, called the magnetization; 

• the electric current per unit area, called current density 

All of these quantities are considered to be macroscopically average in order to smooth out 

the microscopic variations due to the atomic makeup of matter. They are related to the 

macroscopically average electric and magnetic fields by the well-known Maxwell equations [1]. 

Detailed information of Maxwell’s equations can be found in [2]. What we should bear in 

mind, in this work, is that the general solution of Maxwell’s equations is a wave function for 

electric and magnetic field. In the case of interaction of light and matter, the light is considered as 

an oscillating electric field that engulfs the component molecules of matter. Each of the molecules 

may be considered to be a charged simple harmonic oscillator. When these component oscillators 

are driven by the engulfing electric field of light they become excited by that field and emit 

Huygens-like spherical wavelets. In the early development of the theory of the propagation of light 

in matter, there was no particular alternative to treating the matter as a collection of charged 

harmonic oscillators subject, perhaps, to damping forces. Fortunately, the modern developments 

in the theory of matter and its interaction with radiation have shown that this simple model has 

broad utility, and that it can be employed in the discussion of refractive indices [3]. 
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1.1. Refractive index, relation to dielectric constant 

On the solution of Maxwell equations: 

• response of the medium at the influence of light wave electric field is determined by its 

permittivity at the corresponding frequency 

• permittivity of the medium with any finite (not equal zero) electrical conductivity (in any 

material except vacuum) is a complex valued function of frequency. 

Hence, we will use the widespread symbol for complex value in mathematics “ ^ ” and write  

1̂ = 1< + >1<<                                                                             (1. 1) 

The dielectric function, 1Â = 1̂ 12⁄ , where 1̂ is a complex absolute permittivity of the material, 

and 12 is the vacuum permittivity,  is simply the square refractive index in a non-magnetic medium. 

That is why refractive index also a complex value of a medium is denoted by: 

& = C1A = ' + >�                                                                        (1.2) 

where n is the real part of refractive index, given by Snell’s law, k is the extinction coefficient, 

which is connected with experimentally measured absorbance by light velocity. So, the connection 

between refractive index and dielectric constant of the medium at finite conductivity, according to 

solutions of Maxwell’s equations looks like: 

1AE = &# = (' + >�)#                                                                   (1.3) 

Relatively 

1< = '# − �#                                                                              (1.4) 

1<< = 2'�                                                                                 (1.5) 

Now, let us consider what will happen in a medium under the influence of light wave 

electromagnetic field at microlevel. After applying light wave, electric charges, that field consist 

of, will shift in the direction of related poles. This phenomenon is called polarization. Quantity of 

polarized medium is polarization vector P- sum of dipole moments in 1 volume. Consuming of 

light wave energy in a medium is not equal to zero, what gives a phase delay in polarization vector 

P from initial electric field E, as in the result is the necessity to describe polarization vector and 

permittivity (relatively and refractive index) as a complex value. Hence, real and imaginary parts 

of complex permittivity (as a refractive index) which determine refractive and absorption 

properties of a medium are dependent. 

In a simple case when external (applied) and internal (inside a medium ����) electric fields are 

equal polarization vector is: 

) = &$/�                                                                                  (1.6) 

where &$ - quantity of charged particles (electrons, atoms, ions) in one volume of material. 

Proportionality constant / between applied field and quantity of charged particles is called 
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polarizability of related medium. So, polarizability is a microscopic characteristic of polarization. 

This characteristics relate to characteristics of macrolevels that was described above. From 

electrostatics we know: 

)GH = 12(1Â − 1)�GH                                                                        (1.7) 

Let Eq. (1.6) be even (1.7) we will have the relation for complex permittivity through 

polarizability, in case when external and internal electric fields are equal. 

1̂ = 1 + &$/I
12                                                                               (1.8) 

where  /I – complex coefficient. 

Considered cases that we have taken into account beforehand are with a constant frequency 

(monochromatic light). Although, as we know, optical values are functions of frequency, which 

are not considered in solutions of Maxwell equations. That is why Eq. (1.1) and (1.4) can be 

presented as: 

1(9) = 1<(9) + >1<<(9)                                                                 (1.9) 

'(9) = '(9) + >�(9)                                                                (1.10) 

where  9 is circular frequency; k is the extinction coefficient Angular frequency is directly linked 

to wavelength  

9 = 2LM 5⁄                                                                           (1.11) 

where c is light velocity in vacuum. 

In optic fields, 1 is simply called the dielectric constant and we will also follow this in current 

work. The dielectric constant 1 also is given by 

1AE = 1 + )
12� = 1 + 7̂                                                               (1.12) 

where χI is referred to as the dielectric susceptibility O7̂ ≡ ) (12�)⁄ Q, and 12 is a free-space 

permittivity[11]. 

Radiation in high frequencies also characterized as energy E in (eV):  � = ℎM/5, where h 

is a Plank constant. 

 

 

1.2. Light absorption. Beer-Lambert law 

Beer-Lambert law defines decrease intensity of monochromatic light during propagation 

in absorbing medium. Beer-Lambert law usually written as: 

� !� = ��� exp(−/W)                                                                  (1.13) 
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where ��� X'Y � !�  are the intensity (power per unit area) of the incident light and the transmitted 

light, respectively; / is absorption coefficient of a medium; l is sample thickness. It follows that 

internal transmittance is equal to: 

.� = � !���� = exp(−/W) = 10�8Z[\                                          (1.14) 

Absorption coefficient /  characterizes properties of a medium, not a special sample. It is no depend 

on thickness no refraction losses. Absorption coefficient is a function of wavelength or frequency, 

it is one of ways to describe the absorption of electromagnetic waves. 

In 1852 German physicist A. Beer experimentally shown that in case when absorption 

substance is placed inside non absorption, absorption coefficient linearly dependent from 

concentration C 

/ = 78�                                                                        (1.15) 

where C is a concentration of absorption substance; 78 constant coefficient, which give relations 

of ion or molecule of absorption substance to light radiation of corresponding wavelength. 

Combination of Beer and Lambert law Eq. (1.13) and (1.15) dives following equation: 

� !� = ��� exp(−78�W)                                                         (1.16) 

This law is widely used as for liquids as for crystals which contain colored impurities. Fig.1.1 

(Source[16]) presents illustration of Beer-Lambert law. 

 

Figure 1.1 Illustration of Beer-Lambert law 

Following relation connects the absorption to extinction coefficient  

� = M/
29                                                                         (1.17) 

where c is light velocity in vacuum. 
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1.3. Dielectric function model. Lorentz model 

During investigation of light propagation in medium were employed equations which 

connect polarization P with electric field E of monochromatic wave. This connection is used to 

describe the properties of plane monochromatic light in the medium. In linear isotropic medium 

relations are: 

GGH = 1(9)�GH,   )GH = 127(9)�GH,     1A(9) = 1 + 7(9)                                (1.18) 

Theory of interaction light with the matter are based on quantum mechanics. However, 

main laws of light propagation in medium can be understand using classical model of matter which 

represents group of interacted atoms. Let assume, that in simple case atom has one electron which 

is connected with static nucleus. In first approximation, it is considered that force f , that was 

applied from a nucleus side, is linearly dependent from electron displacement x from equilibrium 

position. (f=-�]x, where �] is proportionality constant)  In other words, under the influence of 

electric field electron can be considered as linear oscillator with mass m and resonance frequency 

92. Mechanic laws describe electron behavior.  

The Lorentz model is a classical model and, in the electric polarization presented in 

Fig.1.2 (Source [14]) a negatively charged electron is bound to a positively charged atomic nucleus 

with a spring. Dielectric polarization appears in the x direction after applying electric field of the 

light (� = �2 exp(>9^)).  

 

Figure 1.2 Physical model of the Lorntz model 

If we consider the physical model regarding Newton’s second law, we will have the expression:  

	$
Y#_
Y^# = −	$0 Y_

Y^ − 	$92#_ − `�2 exp(>9^)                             (1.19) 

where 	$ and q show the mass and charge of the electron, respectively. The viscous force of a 

particle is described by the first term of Eq. (1.19) on the right side. The Γ in the same equation 

represents a proportional constant of the force, known as the damping coefficient. The second term 

on the right is written according to Hook’s law (3 = −�]_), and 92 represents the resonant 
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frequency of the spring (92 = C�]/	$). This term means that the electron is moved by the 

electric field of light. The last term on the right describes the electrostatic force (F=qE). Direction 

of the force F applied to the electron is opposite to that of the electric field, and the restoration 

force (−�]_) and viscous force (−	$Γ�) act in the reverse direction to F.  Eq. (1.19) gives the 

model of electron moving after applying external electric field. Such electron behavior is named 

forced oscillation which has the same frequency as the electric field (i.e., exp(i9^)).  

Now, let us assume that the solution of Eq.(1.19) is described by the form _(^) =
Xexp(>9^), then the first and second derivatives of x(t) are given by Y_/Y^ = >X9 exp(>9^) and  

 Y#_ Y^#⁄ = −X9# exp(>9^), respectively. By substituting these into Eq. (1.19) and rearranging 

the terms, we get 

X = − `�2	$
1

(92# − 9#) + >09                                                    (1.20) 

However, equation for the dielectric polarization (1.6) can be written as ) = −`&$_(^) with the 

information of electrons number per unit volume &$. From _(^) = Xexp(>9^), we obtain ) =
−`&$Xexp(>9^).  By substituting ) = −`&$Xexp(>9^) and � = �2exp (>9^) into Eq. (1.12), 

we obtain the dielectric constant as follows: 

1 = 1 + `#&$12	$
1

(92# − 9#) + >09                                               (1.21) 

The previous equation represents the Lorentz model. Multiplication of the numerator and 

the denominator of Eq. (1.21) and (92# − 9# − >Γ9) gives equations: 

1� = 1 + `#&$12	$
(92# − 9#)

(92# − 9#) + Γ#9#                                                  (1.22X) 

1# = 1 + `#&$12	$
Γ9

(92# − 9#) + Γ#9#                                                  (1.22b) 

In usual data analysis, Lorentz model is commonly expressed with application of photon 

energy ��: 

1 = 1 + c de
��2e# − ��# + >Γe��e

                                                   (1.23) 

In this equation the dielectric function is described as the sum of different oscillators and the 

subscript j denotes the jth oscillator[11].  
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Chapter 2 

 

2. Optical properties of materials and types of spectroscopy 

2.1. Kramers-Kronig relations 

Kramers-Kronig (K-K) dispersion relations are one of principle means of the investigation of light 

matter interaction phenomena in transparent matter, gases, molecules, and liquids. They provide 

restrictions for checking the self-consistency of experimental or model-generated data. Also  K-K 

relations give the possibility for optical data inversion, i.e. information on dispersive phenomena 

can be obtained by converting measurements of absorptive phenomena over the whole spectrum 

and vice versa. Especially, these general properties permit the framing of distinguishing 

phenomena that are very relevant at given frequencies shoving that their dispersive and absorptive 

contributions are connected to all the other contributions in the rest of the spectrum [4]. Such 

general properties relate to the principle of causality in light-matter interaction.  

Causality is one of the crucial principles in physics. The principle derive from time order 

of cause and response of a system.  In another words it states that effect cannot precede the cause 

[2]. 

As was mentioned previously (Section 1.1) refractive index is connected with dielectric 

constant as a complex value. There are several ways of presenting K-K relations, in current work 

we would like to demonstrate two ways of derivation K-K relations. 

 

 

2.1.1. Derivation of Kramers-Kronig relations (Titchmarsch’s theorem) 

Mathematical properties of the functions in time domain region are coupled with frequency and 

this connection are described by the Titchmarsch theorem [6]. In the frequency domain principle 

of causality for optical susceptibility 7(�) of a medium can be put into mathematical expression as 

follows: 

7(�)(9) = f 7(�)(^) exp(>9^) Y^(
2

                                              (2.1)  
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where 9 is the circular frequency of the electromagnetic radiation, t is time and i is the imaginary 

unit. 

Titchmarch’s Theorem connects, within fairly loose hypotheses, the causality of a 

function a(t) to the analytical properties of its Fourier transform X(9) = 3OX(^)Q: 
Theorem. 

The three statements 1., 2. and 3. Are mathematically equivalent: 

1. X(^) = 0 if ^ ≤ 0; 

X(^) ∈ "#; 

2. X(9) = 3OX(^)Q ∈ "# if 9 ∈ ℝ; 

X(9) = W>	jk→2X(9 + >9<), X(9 + >9<) is holomorphic if 9< > 0; 

3. Hilbert transforms [7] connect the real and imaginary part of X(9): 

ReoX(9)p = 1
L ) f ImoX(9<)p

9< − 9 Y9<
(

�(
, 

ImoX(9)p = − 1
L ) f ReoX(9<)p

9< − 9 Y9< .
(

�(
 

Thus, the causality of X(^), together with its property of being a function belonging to 

space of the square-integrable function "#, implies that its Fourier transform X(9) is analytic in 

the upper complex 9-plane and that the real and imaginary parts of X(9) are not independent, but 

connected by non-local, integral relations termed dispersion relations.  

Under the reasonable assumption that all the tensorial components of the linear Green 

function [8] belong to the "# space we deduce that the Hilbert relations connect the real and 

imaginary parts of the tensorial components of the linear susceptibility. Considering that the 

components of the polarization )(�)(^) are real functions, we can show that  

7�e(�)(−9) = s7�e(�)(9)t∗,                                                         (2.2) 

where (*) denotes the complex conjugate. Equation (2.2) implies that for every 9 ∈ ℝ the 

following relations hold: 

Rev7�e(�)(9)w = Rev7�e(�)(−9)w  ,                                                       (2.3) 

Imv7�e(�)(9)w = −Imv7�e(�)(−9)w .                                                    (2.4) 

This allows to write the K-K relations as follows: 
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Rev7�e(�)(9)w = 2
L ) f 9<Imv7�e(�)(9<)w

9<# − 9# Y9<
(

2
,                                        (2.5X) 

Imv7�e(�)(9)w = − 29
L ) f Rev7�e(�)(9<)w

9<# − 9# Y9< .  
(

2
                                   (2.5b) 

The relevance of the K-K relations in physics goes beyond the purely conceptual sphere 

[8].  It is important to mention that different phenomena produce the real and imaginary parts of 

susceptibility. First one relates to light dispersion and second to light absorption which require 

different measurement instruments and experimental setups [9,10]. 

 

 

2.1.2. Derivation of Kramers-Kronig relations 

As we have seen in Section 1.1 1<and 1<< are not independent of each other and, if 1< varies, 1<< 
also changes. In this part will be presented derivation of K-K relations as for example for 

permittivity.  

The K-K relations can be derived by considering the integral of the form 

� = ) f x(_)
_ − X Y_ = W>	y→2Of x(_)

_ − X Y_ +z�y
�(

{(
�(

f x(_)
_ − X Y_{(

z{y
Q                        (2.6) 

P shows the principal value of the integral: 

) f Y9<(
2

≡ W>	y→2 |f Y9′9+~
2

+ f Y9′∞
9+~ �                                           (2.7) 

To receive the K-K relations, we change the parameters in Eq.  (2.6) by _ → 9<and x(_) → 7(9<). 
Here, 9< represents the complex angular frequency (9< = 9�< + >9#< ), and 7(9<) shows the 

dielectric susceptibility expressed by 1 = 1 + 7. We also substitute a in Eq. (2.6) with a constant 

9 (9 > 0). It should be noted that the K-K relations are mathematically exact, and we will use the 

definition of 1 ≡ 1� + >1# instead 1(9) = 1<(9) + >1<<(9). 
From above conversion for Eq. (2.6), we obtain 

� = ) f 7(9<)
9< − 9 Y9<{(

�(
                                                       (2.8) 

Figure 2.1(a) (Source [11]) shows the integration of Eq. (2.8) on the complex plane of 9<. Since 

the angular frequency of actual spectra is a real number (i.e., 9< = 9�< ), the integration of Eq. (2.8) 
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is taken along the real axis only. As shown in Fig. 2.1(a), however, there exists a pole at 9< = 9 

since the denominator of Eq. (2.8) becomes zero when 9< = 9. Now let ~ be the distance from 

the pole on the real axis. In this case, the integration illustrates a unique value only when ~ 

approaches to zero equally from both sides of the pole. This integral limit is obtained from the 

limit of ~ → 0 and is referred to as the principal value of the integral. From the paths of integration 

shown in Fig. 2.1 (b)-(d), it is clear that the integral of Fig. 2.1 (a) is defined by  

� = �� − �� − ��                                                                 (2.9) 

where ��, �� and ��  represent the integral values of the contours A, B, and C shown in Fig 2.1(b), 

2.1(c), and 2.1(d) respectively. 

 

Figure 2.1 Integration of Eq. (2.8) on the complex plane of 9< 

From Cauchy’s theorem, it follows that �� = 0. Now, in order to receive ��, we consider 

the Lorentz model (Section 1.3). In this case, 7(9<) is expressed by  

7(9<) = `#&$12	$
1

92# − 9<# − >09<                                           (2.10) 
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When |9<|, is quite large, 7(9<) becomes almost zero. In the condition  |9<| → ∞ therefore we 

get �� = 0. For the integration of C in Fig.2.1 (d), we use the polar coordinates given by 9< = 9 +
~ exp(>4). It follows that Y9< = >~ exp(>4) Y4.  
By applying these equations, we get  

�� = f 7(9<)
9< − 9 Y9< = f >7O9 + ~ exp(>4)QY42

�
= −>L7(9)

�
                 (2.11) 

For conversion of Eq. (2.11), ~ → 0 was used. Since �� = �� = 0, � in Eq. (2.9) is given by  

� = >L7(9)                                                             (2.12) 

Using 7 = 7� + >7# and 1 = 1 + 7, we obtain  

7� = 1� − 1                7# = 1#                                                 (2.13) 

By replacing these into Eq. (2.12), we get: 

� = −L1#(9) + >oLO1�(9) − 1Qp                                            (2.14) 

From 7 = 7� + >7# and Eq. (2.13), at the same time, Eq. (2.8) can be transformed as follows: 

� = �) f 1�(9<) − 1
9< − 9 Y9<{(

�(
� + > �) f 1#(9<)

9< − 9 Y9<{(
�(

�                        (2.15) 

Comparison between Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) provides 

1�(9) − 1 = )
L f 1#(9<)

9< − 9 Y9<{(
�(

                                                (2.16) 

1#(9) = − )
L f 1�(9<) − 1

9< − 9 Y9<{(
�(

                                             (2.17) 

We underline that the range of integration in Eqs. (2.16, 2.17) are from -∞ to  +∞. Instead, as ω<is 

positive real number, the range should be from 0 to +∞. This conversion can be obtained as 

described below. With respect to 1(9), it is known that there is a symmetry relations that satisfies 

the following equation [12,13]: 

1(−9) = 1(9)∗                                                                 (2.18) 

Accordingly, 

1�(−9) = 1�(9) and 1#(−9) = −1#(9)                                          (2.19) 

In general, the following equation holds: 
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By substituting Eqs.(2.19) and (2.20) to Eq. (2.16, 2.17), we finally obtain 

1�(9) − 1 = )
L f 1#(9<)

9< − 9 Y9<{(
�(

=  2
L ) f 9<1#(9<)

9<# − 9# Y9<(
2

                                     (2.21) 

1#(9) = − )
L f 1�(9<) − 1

9< − 9 Y9< = − 29
L ) f 1�(9<) − 1

9<# − 9# Y9<(
2

{(
�(

                         (2.22) 

Thus, when 1#(9) is known 1�(9) can be estimated directly by applying Eq. (2.21, 2.22) [11]. A 

similar equation also holds between n and k. 

 

 

2.2. Vibrational spectroscopy 

2.2.1. The Raman Effect 

The Raman effect is a light scattering phenomenon. When light of frequency 6� or 62 (usually 

from laser) irradiates a sample Fig. 2.2, it can be scattered. The frequency of the scattered light 

can either be at the original frequency (referred to as Rayleigh scattering) or at the some shifted 

frequency 6+ = 6� ± 6�������� (referred to as Raman scattering). The frequency 6�������� is an 

internal frequency corresponding to rotational, vibrational, or electronic transitions. The 

vibrational Raman effect is by far the most important, although rotational and electronic Raman 

effects are also known. For example, the rotational Raman effect provides some of the most 

accurate bond lengths for homonuclear diatomic molecules. 
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Figure 2.2 Scattering of light by a sample 

In discussing the Raman effect some commonly used terms need to be defined Fig. 2.3. Radiation 

scattering to the lower frequency side of the exciting line is called Stokes scattering. The scattered 

radiation at the same frequency as the incident radiation is called Rayleigh scattering, while the 

light scattered at higher frequencies than the exciting line is referred to as the anti-Stokes 

scattering. Finally, the magnitude of the shift between the Stokes or the anti-Stokes line and the 

exciting line is called the Raman shift, ∆6 = |6� − 6�|. 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of a Raman spectrum shoving vibrational and rotational Raman effects 

The energy-level diagram for Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering shows that anti-Stokes scattering 

will be weaker because the population in the excited vibrational level is less that in the ground 

state Fig. 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Energy-level diagram showing Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering 

For a classical oscillator the scattering (Rayleigh and Raman) is proportional to the fourth power 

of the frequency. Thus if we introduce the Boltzmann distribution of vibrational populations, the 

ratio of the intensities of the bands is given by  Anti − Stokes intensityStokes intensity = (6� + 6�� )¡��¢£¤¥¦/§¨(6� − 6�� )¡                                   (2.23) 

for a nondegenerate vibration [14]. 

 

 

2.2.2. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy 

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is a relatively new kind of Raman spectroscopy 

which is based on a nonlinear conversion of two laser beams into a coherent. CARS is one of a 

number of different Raman processes that have developed with the availability of lasers in recent 

years. It is a potentially a powerful technique because of its promise in obtaining analytical and 

spectroscopic information to Raman active resonances in gases, liquids, and solids. With this 

process, spectral resonances corresponding to vibrational transitions may be observed by maxing 

together two visible laser beams. CARS is a third order effect, it is generally applicable to isotropic, 

as well as anisotropic media, and the conversion efficiency to (coherently) generated photons is 

considerably higher then with conventional, spontaneous Raman scattering. As such, it appears to 

be a superior tool for obtaining spectra of luminescent samples (fluorescent materials, impurities, 

combustion systems, and electric discharges) and of certain solutes in solution. 

By the CARS technique two relatively high-powered (typically pulsed) laser beams at angular 

frequencies 9\and 9+ are focused together in a sample. As a result of mixing the two lasers, a 
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coherent beam resembling a low intensity laser beam at frequency 9z+ = 29\ − 9+, is generated 

in the medium. The efficiency of the conversion to frequency 9z+ depends critically upon the 

resonance of molecular resonances at a frequency 9\ − 9+, the laser intensities, the resonance line 

width, and the number density. Typically 9+ is varied to obtain a spectrum. As 9\ − 9+ is swept 

over the molecular resonance, the intensity of the beam at 9z+ changes. Recording this intensity 

as a function of 9\ − 9+ constitutes a CARS spectrum.  

Since the first experiments of observation nonlinear mixing process, a number of investigations 

demonstrating the applications of CARS in solids [5], liquids [15], gases [17] and for kinetics [37] 

have been reported. The high-powered, tunable, pulsed dye laser has made it possible to scan 

conveniently over a significant spectral region in order to observe the resonances. As we shall see, 

one of the most impressive properties of CARS is that very high conversion efficiencies are 

possible. Also, the progress actually improves with higher resolution. Since lasers can be spectrally 

narrowed to rather small widths (< 10�© M	�� [38]) with only small sacrifices in laser output, 

high resolution spectra are readily attainable. We will see that coherent and anti-Stokes character 

of the emission make the technique very useful for many applications where fluorescence is a 

problem or where only small viewing apertures are available [39]. 

CARS is a four-wave mixing process in which a pump field �,(9,), a Stokes field ��(9+), and a 

probe field �,<(9,<) interacts with a sample and generate an anti-Stokes field �z+ at the frequency 

of 9z+ = 9, − 9+ + 9,<. The energy diagrams of CARS are shown in Fig.2.5. In most 

experiments, the pump and the probe fields derive from the same laser beam. The CARS intensity 

is required modulus of the induced nonlinear polarization, )(©) = 7(©)�,#�+. 

General expression for third-order susceptibility: 

7(©) = d�Ω − «9, − 9+¬ − >Γ� + 7�A(©) + d�9� − 29, − >Γ�                             (2.24) 

where Ω is the vibrational frequency. Γ� and Γ� are the half-width at half-maximum of the Raman 

line and that of the two-photon electronic transition, respectively. d�and d� are constants 

representing the Raman scattering and the two-photon absorption cross section. The first term is a 

vibrationally resonant contribution (Fig. 2.5 A). The second term is a nonresonant contribution 

that is independent of Raman shift (Fig. 2.5 B). The third term is an enhanced nonresonant 

contribution due to two-photon electronic resonance (Fig. 2.5 C). 
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CARS signal generation needs to fulfill the phase-matching condition W < W� = L |Δ¯|⁄ =
L °¯±² − (2¯³ − ¯²)°⁄  where ¯³, ¯² and ¯±² are wave vectors of the pump, Stokes and CARS 

fields, respectively, and Δ¯ is a wave vector of mismatching [40]. 

A classical CARS microscopy setup is shown on Fig. 2.6. 
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Chapter 3 

 

3. Optical spectra analysis.  

Optical spectroscopy has been used for centuries in order to determine the chemical composition 

of materials and making decision by sensing properties and converting them into an optical 

signature.  Spectroscopy of atoms, ions and molecules belongs to the group of significant and most 

frequent methods of instrumental analysis. Various kinds of complex spectrophotometers provide 

information about qualitative and quantitative composition of gases liquids and solids. Such 

devises give the opportunity to investigate thin layers of material as in local points as in general. 

Huge part of knowledge about material structure was obtained during experiments in which 

light and matter interact. Since first practical spectra analysis, that was made by Buzen and 

Kirchhoff, spectroscopy based on interaction between radiation and matter, has become into 

significant mean of contemporary analytics. This can be explained as a progress in electronic 

devises as the development of fundamental theoretical knowledge in quantum mechanics.  

Commonly known, that light has dual nature – wave and corpuscular properties. One 

physical phenomena, which is produced by light and matter interaction, can be described according 

only to wave properties, other can be based only on corpuscular theory. As an example of 

electromagnetic radiation, can be considered visible light, ultraviolet and infrared radiation. All 

this kinds of radiation are possible to register as electromagnetic wave that propagate with the 

speed of light and have difference only in frequency. Since the sixteen century, the response of 

matter to radiative excitation has been studied and used for chemical analysis, such as photo-

acoustic spectroscopy, Raman scattering, photothermal spectroscopy, and many others.  

Development of classical spectroscopy and implementation of absolutely new methods in 

spectra analytics have been main reasons of usage spectra analysis in diverse spheres of 

knowledge. Wide range of methods allows to solve specific tasks. Nowadays, spectrum analysis 

is irreplaceable tool in every modern chemistry laboratory. According to different kinds of 

spectroscopy it is possible to solve next  general tasks: 

• find and produce resources of raw material 

• develop new products and technologies 

• design and optimize manufacturing process 

• provide products quality that is required 
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Thanks to high precision of results and significant detection sensitivity, spectroscopic 

methods are economically effective. Generally speaking, many of scientific fields from 

biochemistry to astronomy apply spectroscopy methods in their research.   

In current work we consider two methods of analyzing optical spectra data. Both of them are 

based on the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) dispersion relations that help to achieve a better 

understanding of both macroscopic and microscopic properties of media. Specifically will be 

considered complex refractive index. First method consider conventional K-K relations, which 

requires us to know the sample thickness of the media. Second method contemplate combination 

of nonconventional  K-K relations and terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). This 

method enables one to obtain the real and the imaginary part of complex refractive index without 

direct information of sample thickness.  Information that is required is the product of sample 

thickness and refractive index or extinction coefficient. The main feature of the second method is 

that it not involve direct measurement of a medium thickness. Such a case often appears in 

spectroscopic and non-contact measurements of media. Both methods have been tested on the 

basement of theoretical model and experimentally measured data.  

 

3.1. Measurement of optical constants 

3.1.1. Ellipsometry 

There are several methods of measuring the complex refractive index, e.g., R-versus-4 (reflectance 

versus incidence angle) methods [18-20]. Ellipsometry [21] is a standard method for measuring 

the complex dielectric function or the optical constants N=n+ik of material, were n is the real 

refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient. Since two quantities are measured in an 

ellipsometry measurement, n and k can both be determined at a single frequency. The ellipsometry 

measurements are usually made over a range of frequencies, especially for frequencies well above 

the fundamental absorption edge where solids become highly absorbing. At these higher 

frequencies very thin samples would be needed if the method of interference fringes were used to 

determine n, which is a very simple method for measuring the wavelength in non-absorbing 

medium. One drawback of the ellipsometry technique is the high sensitivity of the technique to the 

quality and cleanliness of the surface. Ellipsometers can be made to operate in the near infrared, 

visible and near ultraviolet frequency regimes, and data acquisition can be made fast enough to do 

real time monitoring of 1(9).  

In the ellipsometry method the reflected light with polarizations “p” (parallel) and “s” 

(perpendicular) to the plane of incidence (Fig.3.1) is measured as a function of the angle of 
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incidence ´ and the light frequency 9. The corresponding reflectances µ+ = |*+|# and µ, = °*,°#
 

are related to the complex dielectric function ε(ω) = ε<(ω) + iε<<(ω) = (' + >�)# by the Fresnel 

equations which can be derived from the boundary conditions on the fields at the interface between 

two surfaces with complex dielectric functions 1zand 1+ as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Electric field vectors resolved into p and s components, for light incident (i), reflected(r), and 

transmitted (t) at an interface between media of complex indices of refraction &2and &+. The 

propagation vectors are labeled by �·GGGH, �AGGGGH, X'Y ��GGGH.  
 From the figure the complex reflection coefficients for polarization s and p are 

*+ = �+A�+� = &2cos´ − &+cos´�&2cos´ + &+cos´�                                                 (3.1) 

and 

*, = �,A�,� = 1+&2cos´ − 12&+cos´�1+&2cos´ + 12&+cos´�                                                 (3.2) 

in which 

&+cos´� = C(1+ − 12sin#´)                                                   (3.3) 

and *+ and *, are the respective reflection coefficients, 1+ and &+ denote the complex dielectric 

function and complex index of refraction within the medium, while 12 and &2 are the 

corresponding quantities outside the medium (which is vacuum). When linearly polarized light, 

that is neither s- nor p- polarized, is incident on a medium at an oblique angle of incidence ´, the 

reflected light will be elliptically polarized. The ratio (¹A) of the complex reflectivity coefficients *, *+⁄ ≡ ¹A is then a complex variable which is measured experimentally in terms of its phase (or 

the phase shift relative to the linearly polarized incident light) and its magnitude, which is the ratio 

of the axes of the polarization ellipse of the reflected light (Fig. 3.1). These are two measurements 

that made in ellipsometry. The complex dielectric function of the medium 1+(9) = ε<(ω) +
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 iε<<(ω) can be then determined from the angle ´, the complex reflectivity coefficient ratio ¹A , and 

the dielectric function 12 of the ambient environment using the relation 

1+ = 12sin#´ + 12sin#´tan#´ º1 − ¹A1 + ¹A»#                                    (3.4) 

The experimental set-up for ellipsometry measurements is shown in Fig. 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of an ellipsometer, where P and S denote polarization parallel and 

perpendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. 

Light from a tunable light source is passed through a monochromator to select a frequency ω and 

the light is then polarized linearly along the direction �GH to yield the �+and �, incident light 

intensities. After reflection, the light is elliptically polarized along �GH(^) as a result of a phase shifts 

that �,A and �+A have each experienced. The compensator introduces a phase shift – 4 which 

cancels the +4 phase shift induced by the reflection at the sample surface, so that the light becomes 

linearly polarized again as it enters the analyzer. If the light is polarized at an angle of L 2⁄  with 

respect to the analyzer setting, then no light reaches the detector. Thus at every angle of incidence 

and every frequency, 1(9, ´) is determined by Eq. (3.4) from measurement of the magnitude and 

phase of ¹A [22]. 

 

3.1.2.Obtaining from transmission and reflection spectra 

Another way of measuring complex refractive index of media is transmission and reflection 

spectra. These spectra are obtained by a spectrophotometer that is a typical measurement device 
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in laboratories. The transmission data are the result of scanning wavelength from ultraviolet to 

terahertz radiation.  

In a transmission, measurement intensities of the incident ��� and transmitted light � !� are 

recorded as a function of wavelength. Let us assume that thickness of the sample is known, and by 

the consideration of homogeneous sample the Beer-Lambert law can be employed  � !� = ��� exp(−/(9)W)                                                                    (3.5) 

where / is absorption coefficient; l is sample thickness and 9 is the circular frequency of the 

incident light.  As it was previously mentioned in Section 1.2 the absorption coefficient is coupled 

with extinction coefficient k by the relation / = 29�/M, where c is the light velocity in vacuum.  

Nevertheless, the transmission measurement will not directly provide information about 

absolute refractive index of the sample. At the same time, there are some commercial devices, 

which are called refractometers, that are capable to measure density of a medium using the 

information of refractive index. However, this devises do not provide information on the 

wavelength dependence of the refractive index. If we consider refractive index as a function of 

wavelength we need to investigate it dispersion properties. Light absorption and dispersion are 

linked to each other [23]. 

 

3.2. Conventional K-K relations  

3.2.1. Linear optical spectroscopy 

Change in light absorption as a function of a wavelength leads to dispersion of light. In linear 

optical spectroscopy it is the principle of causality that rules light absorption and dispersion. Thus, 

if we have measured absorption of light it is possible to obtain dispersion and vice versa. K-K 

relation is the pair of equations that unites extinction coefficient k and the real refractive index of 

medium and also involves only the change of the real refractive index [23]. As it was shown in 

Section 2.1: 

'(9<) − 1 = 2L ) f 9�(9)9# − 9<# Y9(
2

,                                                  (3.6X) 

�(9<) = − 29<L ) f '(9) − 19# − 9<# Y9(
2

.                                                 (3.6b) 

where P means that the integral is calculated using a limiting process called the Cauchy principal 

value.   
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There are some basic assumptions for the existence of K-K relations: 

The first one is that K-K relations in linear optics is valid if the complex refractive index or 

reflectivity is a holomorphic (=analytic) function in the upper half of complex frequency plane 

[24, 25]. In other words, holomorphic complex function is understood as the absence of poles in 

the other half of the complex frequency plane. For insulators, there are no poles on the real 

frequency axis, whereas for metals, zero frequency is a nonessential singularity. The second 

assumption of sufficient fall-off the complex optical function at high frequencies. The third one is 

the symmetry property for the linear susceptibility  7(�)(−9) = ½7(�)(9)¾∗
, where  ∗ stands for a 

complex conjugate [23]. 

In order to prove following relations, we applied it to a complex refractive index in the frame 

of theoretical model. Lorentz dielectric function for an insulator was chosen as a model for 

complex refractive index data. It is possible to use other models, but one should be careful because 

special features of K-K relations, for example they give incorrect prediction of the imaginary part 

from the real part for a Drude-model cold plasma [36]. 

1(9) = 1 + 9,#(92# − 9# − >Γ9)                                                      (3.7) 

where 92 is a single resonance frequency, Γ is the line width and 9, is the plasma frequency. For 

data simulation we set the parameters: 92 = 3.0 (��); Γ = 0.2 (eV); 9, = 4.0 (��), and 1( = 1. 

We underline that K-K relations is valid for any spectral region. In current work simulated data is 

considered within the range 9 2L⁄ À[1THz, 6THz] Reasons for such spectra range choice will be 

explained in Section 3.3.  In Fig. 3.3 presented simulated refractive index and extinction coefficient 

and values for same arguments obtained by K-K integrals Eqs. (3.6) 

In order to evaluate precision of exact and computed data root-mean-square (RMS) an error 

was calculated. The RMS error for refractive index change, ����, is defined here as: 

����# (∆') = ∑ |∆'�(9) − ∆'(9)|#Å��§Æ2 ∑ |∆'(9)|#Å��§Æ2                                                (3.8) 

where ∆'�(9) is calculated by K-K relations value of refractive index change, ∆'(9) is exact 

value [26]. We find the percentage of sum of errors (difference between exact and calculated 

values) from sum of exact values. In order to make a decision about data agreement we declare 

that confidence probability of data agreement is 95%. It means that significance level is 5%. The 

calculated spectrum data for refractive index change has a RMS error (compared with the 

simulated data) of ����(∆') = 0.5 %. The same equation was used for calculation RMS error for 

extinction coefficient. ����(�) = 0.7 %.   
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Figure 3.3 Simulation data for Lorentz function. Exact (circles) and calculated (solid line) refractive 

index change and exact (stars) and calculated (dashed line) extinction coefficient. 

As a result, according to calculated values of errors, we can conclude that the agreement 

between the exact and calculated data is very good. This proves the correctness of K-K relations. 

It is useful to note the importance of utilization of both relations (3.6 (a) and (b)) for cross-checking 

both the validity of the data and the success of K-K analysis.   

Next we demonstrate K-K relations on experimental data of potassium chloride (KCl). The 

data is obtained from literature [27]. Values of optical constants determined by dispersive Fourier 

transform spectroscopy (DFTS). DFTS is a technique for determining the optical constants of 

materials in the solid, liquid, or gas phase from direct measurements of the amplitude and phase 

reflection or transmission coefficients of suitable samples as a function of frequency , x = M 5⁄ , or 

wavenumber, 6 = 1 5⁄ , where c is a speed of light in vacuum and 5 is a wavelength [27].  
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Figure 3.4 (a) Measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) refractive index change of KCl 

crystal using K-K relations. 

 

Figure 3.4 (b) Measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) extinction coefficient of KCl crystal 

using K-K relations. 
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In Fig. 3.4 is shown the refractive index change and the extinction coefficient calculated 

from measured data of potassium cloride. As we can observe there is an excellent match between 

the curves related to experimental and inverted data. In order to prove data relations quantitatively 

root-mean-square error was also calculated. So, for refractive index change RMS error is ����(∆') = 0.3 % and for extinction coefficient ����(�) = 0.5 %. We can claim, that with 95 

% of precision calculated data correspond to the measured. In this case the agreement of this data 

inversion is higher in comparison with the case of simulation data. The reason may be in spectra 

width.  

The transmission and reflection measurement incorporated with K-K relations is a powerful 

method in spectral studies of the solid, liquid and gaseous phases if the medium is optically not 

very dense or thick. Information on the complex index provide complete picture of optical 

properties of a medium. Knowledge of refractive index have much importance in biology [28], 

and it is used for instance to monitor sugar concentrations of liquids. Information about N also 

gives great advantage in technology. For semiconductors it is easier to access optoelectronic 

properties used for light sources and detectors. If we want to know how much a metal reflects 

radiation the information of N is certainly essential [23]. 

 

3.2.2. Nonlinear optical spectroscopy 

Principle difference of nonlinear optics from linear is the application of high power lasers. Due to 

the high intensity of pulse energy the response of the medium depends on the strength of the 

electric field of the incident light. Changing laser wavelength leads to a possibility of recording 

nonlinear optical specra. Nowdays, a lot of measurement techniques that make use of nonlinear 

optics have recently found practical aplications and rapidly begun to develop.  

K-K type relations can be derived also for nonlinear electric susceptibilities. Similary to 

linear optics we can present a nonlinear susceptibility 7(�), where n denotes the order of the 

process, in the circular frequency domain using Fourier transform as follows:  

7(�) Èc(9\;  9�, … , 9�)�
\Æ� Ë = f …(

2
f 7(�)(^�, … , ^�) × exp È> c 9\^\

�
\Æ� Ë Y^� … Y^�

(
2

    (3.9) 

were on the left-hand side sircular frequency before the semicolon presents the sum frequency. 

From given equation it is obvious that the number of free frequency variables is equal to n. 

However, the experiments are usually performed so that the frequencies of several independent 
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incident light fields are fixed and only one frequency is scanned. Let us consider a symmetry 

property of the nonlinear susceptibility analogous to the case of linear susceptibility 

7(�)(−9�, … , −9�) = ½7(�)(−9�, … , −9�)¾∗                              (3.10) 

In this equation 7 is a holomorphic function. Next equation is a generalization of Hilbert 

transforms to hold for several frequency variable 

7(�)(9�< , … , 9�< ) = 1(>L)� ∙ ) f … f 7(�)(9�, … , 9�)(9�# − 9�<#) … (9�# − 9�<#)
(

2
(

2
Y9�, …  Y9�.         (3.11) 

In order to demonstrate a situation when one has to deal with several free frequency 

variables, we deal with the third-oder nonlinear susceptibility 7(©)(9�, 9#, 9#). Assume that 9# 

is fixed, 9� is the frequency that is scanned. In this case one get the expression:  

7(©)(9�, 9#, 9#). = 1>L ∙ Í) f 7(©)(9�, 9#, 9#)9� − 9�<  
(

2
Y9� − ) f 7(©)(−9�, 9#, 9#)9� − 9�<  

(
2

Y9� Î       (3.12) 

The first integral of the right-hand side of Eq. (3.12) involves sum frequency at frequency 29# + 9� where as the second integral diference frequency generation at frequency 29# − 9�. 

By solving real and imaginary parts from Eq. (3.12) is not possible to obtain K-K relations such 

as Eq.(3.6). The problem is that in the case of sum frequency generation we have two different 

frequencies. This problem vanishes for n-th order harmonic wave generation. The symmetry 

relations (3.10) can be used effectively and K-K relations are presented as follows [23]: 

ReÏ7(�)(9<, … , 9<)Ð = 2L ) f 9Im{7(�)(9, … , 9)}9# − 9<# Y9,                            (3.13X)(
2

 

ImÏ7(�)(9<, … , 9<)Ð = − 29<L ) f Re{7(�)(9, … , 9)}9# − 9<# Y9,                       (3.13b)(
2

 

In nonlinear optics, K-K relations require data to be integrated over semi-infinite spectral 

range. 

Let us implement conventional nonlinear dispersion relations for Raman spectra analysis of 

silane. The Raman spectra was obtained by the CARS measurement, where the real and imaginary 

parts were received by multiplex CARS measurement utilizing two lasers, a picosecond laser for 

a pump laser and femtosecond laser as a Stokes laser (Section 2.2.2). 
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Before showing the results of K-K calculations on the experimental 7(©) data for silane let 

us remind that despite general agreement of the validity and the usefulness of K-K dispersion 

relations in nonlinear spectroscopies, it is well known that their use can be risky in practice. The 

problem arises because the data that have to be extrapolated beyond the spectral range of 

measurements since the dispersion integral involves an integration over the frequency (i.e., photon 

energy) to infinity. Real and imaginary parts of 7(©) spectra is  shown in Figs. 3.5 where solid 

curve stands for experimental data and dots for calculated by K-K inversion. As seen in this Figs. 

the agreement between exact and calculated data is not very good. We also refer to a RMS error 

in order to evaluate precision of data that was obtained. 

RMS error for real part of the susceptibility 7(©)  is ����(Re) = 6.3 %. RMS error for 

imaginary part of the susceptibility 7(©)����(Im) = 4.1 %.  Regarding results that was obtained 

one can conclude that K-K relations more suitable for linear optics. Another method for obtaining 

information from |7(©)| which are also used for testing the validity of K-K relations in nonlinear 

optics were presented in [26].  Moreover, in nonlinear optical spectroscopy the K-K dispersion 

relations are valid only for those processes that do not involve meromorphic susceptibilities [29].  

 

Figure 3.5 (a)  Experimental real part value (solid line) of the susceptibility 7(©) of silane and curves 

obtained by K-K analysis (dots) 
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Figure 3.5 (b)  Experimental imaginary part values (solid line) of the susceptibility 7(©) of silane and curves 

obtained by K-K analysis (dots) 

 

3.3. Nonconventional K-K relations 

In optical spectroscopy conventional K-K dispersion relations have traditionally been used for data 

inversion in order to determine the complex refractive index of media with the aid of transmission 

and reflection spectroscopy [2]. These days, conventional method of data inversion with utilization 

K-K relations are used as for linear as for nonlinear optics. Nowadays, K-K relations have become 

popular in diverse fields of physics such as high energy physics [30]. More particular applications 

can also be found, e.g. in acoustics [31] and in impedance spectroscopy for concrete stability 

inspection [32]. 

The terahertz measurement technique is nowadays at the strong development stage. This 

scientific field attracts researchers attention due to various purposes of utilization such technology. 

For instance, THz imaging can be used as inspection for concealed weapons at the airport or 

classification of chemicals [33]. The THz time domain spectroscopy gives one the possibility to 

measure both the amplitude and the phase of an electric field that interacts with the medium. So, 

employment of the Fourier transform allows to get information on the complex refractive index 

by transforming time signal to the frequency domain. However, algorithm complicity and some 

experimental problems may lead to erroneous results in both transmission and reflection geometry. 
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K-K relation is a good tool for checking the validity of the measured THz spectra obtained by 

other means than K-K analysis.    

In current pharagraph we consider nonconventional dispersion relations for data measured 

by Fourier transform infrared spectrometer or a THz-TDS system. Implementation of such 

relations give one the possibility to calculate both the complex refractive index and the thickness 

of a medium from absorbance, The main feature of considered method is that it needs no direct 

measurement of sample thickness.  

We refer to the equations (3.5-3.6) used in Section 3.1.2, 3.2.1 with condition that sample 

thickness is unknown. From Eq. (3.5) one can obtain experimental data of the internal 

transmittance  

.� = � !����                                                                   (3.14) 

then, one can rewrite equation for extinction coefficient in accordance with condition. 

�" = − Ñ M29Ò ln .�                                                       (3.15) 

We emphasize that for conventional K-K analysis sample thickness L is required. And for 

nonconventional K-K analysis it is enough to know the product of kL. 

Next, let us replace '(9<) − 1 to  ∆'(9) = '(9) − '(, where '( is the high-frequency 

value of refractive index in Eq. (3.6a). It is possible to write dispersion relations for the optical 

path length and for the sample thickness by modifying the K-K relations : 

∆'(9<)" = 2L ) f 9�(9)"9# − 9<# Y9(
2

,                                                  (3.16X) 

�(9<)" = − 29<L ) f ∆'(9)"9# − 9<# Y9(
2

.                                             (3.16b) 

In order to show the validity of this method we will calculate refractive index from data 

obtained by a model that was used in Section 3.2.1.  Let us assume that we have measured ∆'" 

then, using Eq.(3.16a) we obtain kL . In Figure 3.6 we show results of ∆'" integration and compare 

it with measured kL. 
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Figure 3.6 Exact (circles) and calculated (solid line) extinction coefficient and exact (dashed line) of refractive 

index change (nonconventional method). 

Then, we obtain proportion between the one of measured �(9) and calculated ∆'(9)  

spectral data as:  �(9)"∆'(9)" =  �(9)∆'(9) tan[arg{∆&(9)}] ≡ tan4(9)                               (3.17) 

where ∆&(9) = &(9) − '(,  kL was obtained in previous step. It is obvious that thickness L is 

canceled out in Eq. (3.17) This means that we can calculate the phase angle of a complex refractive 

index change ∆&.  Phase angle 4(9) can be found from Eq. (3.17) and is given by: 

4(9) = arctan � �(9)∆'(9)�.                                                    (3.18) 

In Figure 3.7  is shown phase angle 4(9) of measured and calculated refractive index. 
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Figure 3.7 Phase angle of exact (circles) and calculated (solid line) phase of refractive index 

Analogously to the complex refraction coefficient [34] we can present complex refractive 

index change in polar coordinates 

∆&(9) = |∆&(9)| exp[>4(9)]                                   (3.19)  

where |∆&(9)| is the modulus. In order to obtain refractive index change we need to calculate |∆&(9)|. It is possible to use the phase angle 4(9).  

∆&(9) is a complex analytic function in the upper half of the complex angular frequency 

plane and decays strongly enough for high frequencies. Therefore it is possible to use complex 

contour integration in the upper half of the complex plane with similar treatment to the case of the 

complex reflection coefficient.  

Next, we need to take the logarithm of Eq. (3.19). And following dispersion relation is 

obtained: 

ln|∆&(9<)| − ln|∆&(9<<)| = 2L ) f 4(9) Ñ 99# − 9<# − 99# − 9<<#Ò Y9(
2

      (3.20) 

Here, frequency 9<< is fixed on an arbitrary point, called the anchor point. We estimate 

anchor point 9<< = Ö and set ∆&(9<<) a priori. Eq. (3.20) can be used if the anchor point of 
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measured spectra is inside or outside measured spectral range. From previous equation we can find 

of the complex refractive index 

|∆&(9<)| = |∆&(9<<)| × exp ×2L ) f 4(9) Ñ 99# − 9<# − 99# − 9<<#Ò Y9(
2

Ø     (3.21) 

 

Figure 3.8  Exact (circles) and calculated (solid line) function given by Eq.(3.19) 

In Fig. 3.8 presented curves calculated by Eq. (3.21) of measured and obtained data. 

The final step is to implement this results to Eq. (3.19). As a result we get the complex 

refractive index &(9). 

The same procedure can be carried for experimental data on optical path length ∆'". In order 

to estimate the validity of nonconventional K-K analysis we compare obtained data with exact 

ones as shown in Fig. 3.9, it is simply to see that the data are the same. This means that new method 

with utilizing nonconventional K-K relations give the correct information about refractive index, 

also it is possible to find sample thickness by comparison of obtained refractive index or extinction 

coefficient and initial values - the product of kL and ∆'L [35]. 
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Figure 3.9 Exact (circles) and calculated (dashed line) refractive index change, exact(stars) and 

calculated (solid line) extinction coefficient 

As in the first part of the chapter (3.2.1) we demonstrate current method on experimental 

data of potassium chloride. Here, we decide to put �" as an input function in Eq. (3.16a). In Fig. 

3.10(a) plotted input function and integrated ∆'(9)L as an output function. Phase computed by 

the Eq. (3.19) is the next step in obtaining refractive index is shown in Fig. 3.10(b). In order to get 

a result from Eq.(3.20) we have to set anchor point. We assume that 9<< = Ö, in theory we need to 

use  9<< ± ~, and regarding values of ∆'(0) ≈ 0.48   and '(0) ≈ 1.47, '( ≈ 0.99 respectfully. 

Graph regarding Eq. (3.20) shown in Fig. 3.10(c). Finally, in Fig. 3.10(d) the computed values of 

real refractive index change and compared with the measured values. As seen, the agreement of 

original experimental and computed data is fairly good in central frequency region, but have 

moderately difference at the spectra borders. 

This research based on [35]. Information from this source was used for appropriate 

explanation of current work. 
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Figure 3.10 (a) Experimental optical path length (solid line) computed extinction coefficient 

multiplied with thickness (dashed line), (b) computed phase angle, (c) function defined in Eq. (3.20) and (d) 

computed refractive index of potassium chloride (KCl) (circles) and exact (solid line). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

K-K relations are currently used in data inversion and phase retrieval in the linear and 

nonlinear optical spectroscopy. They provide information about important optical value – complex 

refractive index. This parameter is used for investigating and describing properties of a medium. 

Due to the innovation of materials science such a novel composites, nanostructured and biomedical 

media, the information of complex refractive index is an issue in optical spectroscopy. Complex 

refractive index has great importance in the developing instruments in optical diagnostics and the 

future of utilization of K-K analysis in the field of nanomedicine.    K-K relations in optics describe 

mutual dependence of real and imaginary parts of complex refractive index. It gives the possibility 

to find one from another. In this work have been considered conventional and nonconventional K-

K relations and shown that in first and the second case they operate correctly. We have considered 

combination of K-K analysis and terahertz time domain spectroscopy. In the THz field K-K 

analysis underestimated since it is possible to extract the complex refractive index directly from 

the measured data. We have shown that spectra can be tested using analysis based on K-K 

relations. Central issue in current work have been investigation and verification of data inverting 

method that is not required information of sample thickness. Research of this method gave the 

positive results, that have been proved experimentally.  
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